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An Evaluation of West Yorkshire Sports Counselling Project:

Workshop Report

GEOFF NICHOLS

3 Geoff lectures at the Leisure Management Unit of Sheffield University and has beeninvolved in the monitoring and evaluation of a number of adventure projects, mostrecently the West Yorkshire scheme he presented in his workshop. Previously he workedfor Outward Bound, for the Lindley Educational Trust, and as head of outdoor pursuitsfor the RecreationDepartment of Tameside Council.
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Introduction

This paper describes the evaluation of West Yorkshire Sports Counselling by the LeisureManagement Unit of the University of Sheffield. A brief description of WYSC will befollowed by an overview of the evaluation process. I shall go into some parts of this ingreater detail to illustrate specific points. The evaluation will only be complete in April1996 so this paper only discusses methods and not results.

West Yerkshire Sports Counselling

The WYSC Association is a voluntary organisation formed in June 1991, and registeredas a chanty in May 1993. Its purpose is to provide a Sports Counselling project to workwith Probation Service Clients. It has drawn on the experience of the Solent SportsCounselling Project, which was monitored as a Sports Council demonstration projectover the period 1986-1990 (1) (2).

a Start-up funding was provided by the Intermediate Treatment Fund and the Foundationfor Sport and the Arts. In November 1992 an application for grant aid from the HomeOffice was approved, which was consistent with Home Office policy encouragingpartnerships between the Probation Service and other organisations. The most likelysource of long term funding, beyond 1996, is a proportion of the probation service budgetplanned to be allocated to independent sector supervision projects.R Pi
-...i.

In early 1993 four sports leaders were appointed on a part-time basis. Unlike in the SportR 0) Solent Scheme they are linked to the Sports Development Units in the four local+:7) authorities: Bradford, Calderdale, Kirklees and Wakefield. A fifth sports leader is due toa (*--- be appointed in Leeds in the summer of 1994.
SiP

Sports Counselling can form a part of the sup rvision programme of an offender OnProbation or Youth justice Supervision, but it is not a condition of any sentence. Theclient and probation officer together decide that the client will become involved in SportsCounselling.

Geoff Nichols, Leisure Management Unit, University of Sheffield, Hicks Building,414 Hounsfield Road, Sheffield, S3 7RH Tel: 0742 768555 Ext. 4767
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After an initial meeting of the client and probation officers with the sports leader, a 12-week programme of activities is followed. The programme is on a one-to-one basis,although additional group sessions have been introduced.
The programme will be unique to each client but has specific objectives. These are:-
1. To employ sports counselling on an individual basis with participating clients,especially at the initial contact stage.

2. To motivate the participant's interest in sport and leisure activities towardspositive experiences and achievements.

3. To introduce each participant to a structured programme of sport and leisureactivities.

4. To develop awareness of and support for Sports Counselling with Offendersamongst relevant organisations and agencies providing sports and leisureopportunities.

5. To show each participant how to make use of local sport and leisure facilities andservices.

6. To work, whenever possible, with the participant to the point at which s/he has theconfidence and motivation to independently pursue sporting and leisure activities.
A lesson learnt from the Sports Solent project, and through this work, is that early on inthe counselling process exit routes need to be identified. At the outset it is clear to theclient that the programme is 12 weeks long and the sports leader has to be aiming towardsthe client's autonomous participation in sport at the end of this period. In the first year ofoperation WYSC has worked with approximately 70 clients and 39 of these havecompleted the programme. Even with limited publicity the number of clients thatprobation officers would like to refer to the programme far exceeds the number that thesports leaders can work with.

Planning for evaluation

WYSC Association had clearly identified why monitoring and evaluation was required.These were stated in a planning document as:-

To know if the project was achieving its mission statement of using sportscounselling effectively in reducing offending behaviour in West Yorkshire.
To provide reports to funding partners.

To provide reports to the local authority partners.
To provide reports to the West Yorkshire Probation Service.
To provide reports to the general public and the media.

To act as a model of good practice.

To assess the reaction of offenders and their acceptance of this type ofwork.
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This monitoring and evaluation was split into that which would be done internally and
externally. A budget was allocated for this and a project evaluation brief advertised.
Eight research organisations put in tenders. These were evaluated and the Leisure
Management Unit at the University of Sheffield was chosen to do the job.

Several aspects of this process are worth noting at this stage. Firstly, WYSC Association
had already established its own aims and objectives for the project. It had also
established why it required monitoring and evaluation. This allowed it to produce a clear
research brief which made it easier for us to prepare a bid to do the job and for WYSC
Association to choose between tenders. Thus even before research is started, the
planning process that had led up to it makes it more likely that it will be conducted
effectively. Both WYSC Association and the Leisure Management Unit are clear about
what needs to be done and why.

The research

The research brief had set out proposed methods. These were responded to in our tender
for the work and the methods eventually chosen were agreed in the early stages of the
research. Table I lists the objectives of the research and the methods that will be used to
achieve those objectives.

Table 1. Research objectives and methods

Research Objectives

1 The impact of the scheme on client's
propensity to re-offend

2 Why participation in the scheme has
this impact, if it does. Other factors
that influence the effect of the scheme.

3 Good practice in working with
local authorities.

4 Good practice in working with
the Probation Service.

5 Equality of access to WYSC.

6 The reaction of offenders to
WYSC.

Methods

2-year comparative reconviction study of
clients and control group

Changes in self-esteem as measured by test
instrument

Interviews with Sports Leaders. Interviews
with Probation Officers. Client's Questionnaire.
Case Studies that combine client's questionnaire,
Sport Leader interviews and Sports Leader's records
of work with clients. Reasons for early termination
of participation from Sports Leader's records
and interviews. Interviews with Sports clubs/
leisure facility managers.

Interviews with local authority Sports Development
Officers. Interviews with Sports Leaders.

Interviews with Sports Leaders and Probation
Officers.

Comparison of clients to those entering probation
who would be eligible for WYSC by sex, ethnic
group. Interviews with Probation Officers.

Questionnaire to clients. Interview
Interview with Sports Leaders and Probationers.



This illustrates the range of methods that we are using, the different sorts of researchobjectives and the ways in which methods can converge to meet them.

Objectives

Objective 1

The first objective is to examine the impact of the scheme on clients' propensity to re-
offend. This matches the mission statement of WYSC Association and is concerned withproving to other organisations, especially funders and partners, that WYSC Association isdoing what it set out to. To do this it is important that even before the research wascommissioned WYSC Association had obtained agreement from the information andresearch unit of the West Yorkshire Probation Service to assist with the study. Clientswho have worked with WYSC Association will be compared with a control group over aperiod of two years. Each WYSC Association client will be matched as closely aspossible with a probationer who is not attending the scheme. They are matched bypersonal details, current order, details of most recent conviction and previous experience

of conviction or custody. Overall there are 10 matching variables.
WYSC Association clients will be divided into those who have completed over sessions
of sports counselling and those who have completed between 1 and 7 sessions. Both ofthese groups will be compared against their control groups by their conviction recordover two years.

Although the numbers are small the quantitative data produced by this comparativereconviction study will give the sort of objective evidence, which if it shows theappropriate results, will be likely to justify the continuation of this sort of work.

Objective 2

If participation of WYSC does reduce the propensity to bereconvicted, or if it does not,we want to know why. The methods used to address this question include interviews
with sports leaders, probation officers and sports clubs or leisure centres that may be used
as exit routes for clients. Also contributing to this research objective are clientquestionnaires. These are completed by clients at the first sports counselling session, the
end of the 12 week sports counselling and at a follow-up meeting with the sports leaders
12 weeks after the scheme. There is a fourth queszionnaire to be completed by clientswho terminate involvement with the scheme early. The questionnaires have been
designed to examine the extent to which the WYSC objectives have been met. They alsoinclude a psychometric test for self esteem. This had been validated and used in anextensive previous study of the impact ofunemployment on young people.
The Sports Solent Scheme identified increased self-esteem as a major benefit forparticipants and this test seeks to measure changes in this more precisely. In otherrespects the questionnaire design has also built on the findings of the Sports Solent
project. The test for self-esteem will be incorporated into each of the questionnaires.
This will enable us to identify if participation in the scheme has increased self-esteem,and if this self-esteem is maintained in the following 12 weeks.
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Objectives 3, 4 and 5

The reaction of clients to WYSC will help WYSC improve their work. The researchprocess will itself help clients to learn from Sports Counselling by reflecting on its impacton themselves. Follow-up meetings between sports leaders and clients 4 weeks and 12weeks after Sports Counselling has been completed have been introduced by the researchteam as part of the research process, but these will also assist clients' learning.Interviews with sports leaders, probation officers and client questionnaires will contributeto achieving this research objective.

Several significant points are illustrated by this overview of theresearch.
1. The clarity of West Yorkshire Sports Counselling Association's Aims andObjectives made it relatively easy for the research team to decide what to measureand why.

2. Different research methods are appropriate for different objectives. Quantitativemeasures are being used to prove to an external organisation if it works or not.Qualitative measures are more valuable for showing why it works and improvingthe process of Sports Counselling.

3. Wherever possible a convergence of methods is used to complement each other infocusing on a research objective.

4. It has been important to gain the co-operation of key people or organisations whoallow access to people or information needed in the research, in this case theprobation service and the sports leaders.

5. Any research process is a compromise between what you would like to do andwhat you have the resources to do. For this reason in designing the research wespent some time working out how we could be most effective. One compromisewe had to make was that we did not have time interview individual clients, butinstead we intend to construct some illustrative case studies from data alreadycollected as part of the internal monitoring.

This paper has illustrated aspects of the evaluation of WYSC and some general. principlesbut it should be remembered that each research problem is different and will require aunique approach. West Yorkshire Sports Counselling Association have recognised thatevaluation of their effectiveness in meeting their objectives will be very important in theirstrategy for influencing policy concerning Sports Counselling within the ProbationService and obtaining future funding.

(1) Sports Council Research Unit (North West) 1990 Solent Sports CounsellingProject. Final Evaluation Report. Sports Council North West. Manchester.
(2) Sports Council (1992) National Demonstration Projects. Sports Council.London.
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